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What is machine translation？

Machine translation leverages the machine learning technology to translate the text from source languages to target
languages supported by the system. It integrates several complicated cutting-edge technologies, including deep
learning (AI), big data, linguistics, cloud computing, and APIs. The emergence of the neural machine translation

(NMT) has brought fundamental transformation of translation technologies, making high-quality machine translation
versions possible. NMT began to gain popularity among users and developers in the second half of 2016. Its
translation accuracy depends on engines, algorithms, corpora, and iteration strength.

What kind of translation does TMT support？

Currently, TMT supports text translation.

What languages does TMT support？

TMT supports the translation of text in Chinese, English, Japanese, Korean, French, Spanish, Italian, German,

Turkish, Russian, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Bahasa Indonesia, Malay, and Thai.

Does TMT have any successful use cases?

TMT has supported over 100 conferences and events with the AI-based simultaneous interpretation service, such as
Boao Forum for Asia Annual Conference 2018, World Artificial Intelligence Conference (WAIC), China International
Import Expo (CIIE), Tencent Global Partner Conference (TGPC), China Medical Quality Conference (CMQC), and
Smart China Expo. It also helps establish local work stations for government organizations and established
enterprises at home and abroad to provide long-term translation services.

How accurate is TMT？

TMT supports 18 languages and has won the first prize of Chinese-English translation at the 2018 Third Conference
on Machine Translation (WMT18). It is proven by translation statistics to have an average translation acceptance rate
of over 92%, which increases when custom training is enabled.

How is TMT charged?

TMT is pay-as-you-go on a monthly basis. For specific rules, see Billing Overview.

Does TMT support refund？

No. TMT is pay-as-you-go and cannot be refunded.
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